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18:23:43
From Renee : Maslow's Hierarchy and distro of resources?
financial justice
18:27:00
From wwhill : Maaslow: If I understand correctly, not everyone has their basic needs met.
18:42:57
From Gary Berg-Cross : Biologist Edward O. Wilson’s book called ‘The Social Conquest of Earth.’
gets at some of this. Unlike traditional philosophy or religion Wilson wants to incrementally advance on these from
scientific understanding and theory.  He speaks in terms of the eusocial nature of humans and how this might have
develop as part of pre-adaption.
18:43:03
From Renee : deep canvassinghttps://www.vox.com/2020/1/29/21065620/broockman-kalla-deep-canvassing
18:43:52
From Tom Wood : Note that the host can save the transcript of these chat comments and save as a PDF
to be posted at the Meetup.
18:49:29
From Renee : https://thehumanist.com/magazine/september-october-2019/features/living-humanistvalues-the-ten-commitments
18:49:38
From Renee : "Ethical Development
The key to understanding ethical development is acknowledging that nobody is perfect or has all the answers. Ethical
development is a never-ending process that requires constant reflection and evaluation of our personal choices and the
consequences they have on others. Fairness, cooperation, and sharing are among the first moral issues we encounter in
our ethical development as human beings and are often embraced intuitively, but each new day carries with it new
challenges and new moral dilemmas. We should continually adapt and rebuild our moral frameworks with the goal of
becoming ever better human beings."
18:51:15
From Gary Berg-Cross : Ann and Tammy have teir hands up...
18:51:54
From tammy : MIne's just a thumb's up
18:53:14
From Renee : like skeptics who don't trust GMOs
19:03:10
From Renee : https://www.nbcnews.com/pop-culture/pop-culture-news/dan-levy-urges-people-thinkface-masks-simplest-easiest-act-n1212506
19:04:23
From Renee : “Imagine seeing it not as an infringement on your freedom, but rather the simplest, easiest
act of kindness that you can do in a day,” Levy said. “Not just for yourself, but for other people who might have
autoimmune issues. People who, if they were to contract COVID with those issues might have some devastating
repercussions."
19:18:14
From wwhill : The non-mask wearers do not seem to be concerned about spreading the novel
coronavirus. I am thinking of demonstrators in Michigan.
19:21:54
From Tom Wood : Article about Brene Brown https://www.texasmonthly.com/the-culture/pandemicturned-brene-brown-americas-therapist/
19:22:23
From Gary Berg-Cross : Lakoff believes that framing is epistemic – it influences the methods we use to
understand the world and our concept of truth. In combination with language it central to making clear says what the
character of a something like movement is. By a proper frame others can know that the movement’s ideas and
objectives are. But to do this effectively we need some principles by which a movement can properly frame itself.
19:28:27
From Gary Berg-Cross : Lakoff first notes that frames are part of competing moral systems that are
used in political discourse and in charting political & financial action. In short, a movement that seeks some political
and financial system influence needs to understand politics as part of a moral dimension framed in its language.
Political figures as well as movements and their spokes persons always policy statements/recommendations with
implied or emxplicit claims about what are the right things to do.
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